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EXPERIENCE HOME INTELLIGENCE
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When we set out to create  Josh, we wanted to design the 

perfect smart home experience. Josh is immensely powerful, 

yet simple to use for every member of the family. With a 

beautiful  app for control and customization, as well as 

advanced voice control to offer unparalleled convenience, 

Josh is built to suit any lifestyle. We believe privacy is non-

negotiable in the home, and Josh has been engineered to 

protect your data and earn your trust. We are excited to share 

the vision and introduce you to Josh!

Tim Gill, CTO Alex Capecelatro, CEO
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With Josh, elegant design seamlessly blends 

with technology to provide a simplified and 

secure control platform. Enjoy efficient smart 

home accessibility with the Josh App or 

conveniently set the mood with contextual voice 

commands. Josh knows its role and continues 

to adapt, enabling users to freely interact 

with their surroundings and automate their 

lifestyle in whatever way feels most natural.

Live smarter—Josh takes 
care of the little things in 
life so you can focus on 
what is important.

HOME INTELLIGENCE
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WHAT IS HOME INTELLIGENCE?

The next era of home interaction and 

customization is now. Josh utilizes advanced AI to 

evolve and adapt over time.

By leveraging conditional logic, Josh automations 

adapt to take appropriate action to optimize 

energy usage, security, and comfort. Refine 

your experience with custom app settings and 

adjust Josh’s personality with a variety of voices, 

accents, and responses.

Home Intelligence is a 
multi-faceted approach to 
personalized control and 
proactive automation tailored 
to your unique lifestyle. 

THE SMART HOME, REDEFINED.

Pioneering a New Era of 
Intelligent Living Experiences.
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CRAFTING AN INTELLIGENT LIVING SPACE

Josh is designed to empower every 

member of your family with intuitive 

control and intelligent assistance. 

Through touch, text, or natural 

voice commands, Josh conveniently 

consolidates your home intelligence 

experience onto a single interface.

Seamless 
Sophistication

CATEGORIES OF CONTROL
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JoshGPT empowers everyone with access 

to information and generative content 

across limitless use-cases. Whether 

you are looking for nearby restaurant 

recommendations, curious about the 

inspiration behind a favorite song, or 

want help planning the logistics of your 

upcoming vacation, JoshGPT generates 

tailored and engaging responses.

MUSIC ART COOKING HISTORY

TRAVEL TRIVIA LOCALE ENTERTAINMENT

CATEGORIES

AND MORENUTRITIONFASHIONMATH
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HOME CONTROL

As a whole-home interface, the Josh 

App provides a full-featured solution 

for controlling everything from lights 

and shades to music and TV. View 

security cameras and watch over your 

property in real-time from anywhere.

Take Control of 
Your Environment
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SEAMLESS SCENE CREATION

Simply type or voice-dictate a scene’s 

activations and conditional automations 

using the power of natural language. 

Create schedules, custom actions, 

invocations, responses, and more to 

uniquely tailor your Josh experience.

Josh effortlessly enhances your daily 

routine, offering you comfort, security, 

and energy savings whether you’re kick 

starting your day, returning home, or 

unwinding in the evening.

Automate Your 
Lifestyle
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Good Morning Good Night

Play Music Everywhere

Open all the Shades

Turn on TVs to the Weather 
Channel

Turn the lights to 50% Brightness

Turn of All the Lights

Set Thermostat to Auto 
Between 67° - 70°

Close all the Shades

Close All Garage Doors

Turn off the Fireplaces

Lock All the Doors

I’m Home

Watch ESPN

Turn on Relaxing Music 
in the Great Room

Turn the Lights to 70% Brightness

Open the Shades to 50%

Set Thermostat to 
Cool Above 73°

Turn on the Kitchen Fan

Trigger Scene at 6:30 AM

Announce in the Master 
Bedroom “Good Morning”

6:30 AM 5:30 PM 10:00 PM
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Simple. Private. Magical.
Josh App
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ACCESSIBLE FROM ANYWHERE

Access all of your properties and devices on-the-go 

to ensure that your home is ready for your arrival.

INTUITIVE  NAVIGATION

Everything is exactly where it should be. Easily 

swipe from the Interactive Home Page to access 

custom dashboards, rooms, devices, and scenes.

LIMITLESS PERSONALIZATION

Josh offers unprecedented tools to refine administrative 

settings, adjust a home’s floor plan, nickname devices, 

and add custom photos to your bespoke interface.
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SPEAK NATURALLY

Speak with your home in whatever 

way you feel most comfortable—Josh 

understands any number of nicknames 

for a device, room, or scene.

“OK Josh,

“Open the shades halfway”

“Raise the blinds 50%”

“Set the curtains to 50%”

Josh understands 
natural speech—
just say what’s on 
your mind.
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Purpose-built for luxury 

living spaces, Josh Micro is a 

beautiful and powerful device 

that can be placed in any room 

to provide natural control 

over your environment.

Say Hello to 
Josh Micro.
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JET BLACKCORAL WHITE
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The smart home’s first Architectural 

Microphone—robust technology meets 

uncompromising design to seamlessly 

blend into the decor of any room.

Josh Nano is location-aware, enabling 

contextual commands to set the mood in 

every room of your home. Effortlessly tune 

lights, adjust shades, play music, and more!

Introducing 
Josh Nano

AWA R D -W I N N E R
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JET BLACKCORAL WHITE
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DRIVEN BY AI

Imagine a home that’s intelligent enough 

to turn off the lights automatically 

when you go to bed, or pause the music 

when you leave for work. Josh is turning 

these future concepts into a reality.

Proactive 
recommendations 
developed by 
artificial intelligence.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

Josh enables the organic and architectural 

beauty of every environment to 

shine brightly. Set the perfect mood 

lighting with access to a palette of 

over 16.7 million colors or bathe 

your surroundings in natural daylight 

with seamless shading control.

Illuminating Elegance
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ACCESS CONTROL 

Josh secures your home with 

remote monitoring, notifications 

if unknown activity is detected, 

and rapid responsiveness. Take 

swift action through the Josh 

App or with voice commands to 

deter any unwanted intrusions.

Protecting Your 
Peace of Mind
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LIVE COMFORTABLY

Some like it hot, others like it 

cold, and most land somewhere 

in between. Since everyone has 

their our own unique microbiome, 

climate is among the highest 

ranking variables for overall well-

being and productivity in our living 

spaces. Josh empowers you to 

optimize your thermal comfort with 

precise environmental control.

Effortless Climate 
Control
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IT’S SHOWTIME

Cue up your desired content simply by 

asking for it. Josh turns the TV on and 

chooses the right streaming or cable service 

for a seamless entertainment experience.

“OK Josh, watch Black Mirror on Netflix”

Watch any show, 
movie, channel, or 
video clip.
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MOVE TO YOUR OWN BEAT

Ask Josh to play any artist, album, 

song, genre, or playlist to create the 

perfect mood. Josh intelligently finds 

the right content for you, no matter 

how specific or broad the request.

“OK Josh, Listen to Smooth Jazz”

Ask Josh to play your 
favorite tunes.
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OK Josh,

Make the lights warmer, 
drop the shades, and put 
on some dinner music.
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Interested in Josh? Reach out 
and we’ll connect you with a local 
Home Technology Professional.

HELLO@JOSH.AI

LEARN MORE AT WWW.JOSH.AI


